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CART fights
funding cuts
The Coalition Against
Rising Tuition begins a
letter writing campaign.

Plot
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Veg 4 Life brings physician to talk about cancer prevention
By Laura Hoesman
RtPORIER

lor people inierested in
prolonging their lives In eating
various cancer-preventing fruits
and vegetables, Dr. Michael
Greger, a vegan physician, will be
speaking in Olscamp Room 101
tonight at 8:00.
Greger. who swears by
vegetarianism as the way to a
health) lite, was booked last year
by Veg 4 Life, a campus organization of vegetarians and vegans,

The Valentine's Day date of the
speech is entirely coincidental,
but Veg 4 Life President Julian
Huerta. a fifth-year senior and
vegan, said it makes sense.
"It's a great way to show your
body some love, to leant how to
take care of it really well." Huerta
said.
While he agreed to speak at
the University for free, Greger
requested reimbursement for his
travel fHpumww, which \'eg4 Life
agreed to pay. The Environmental
Action
Group
is
also

Israeli officials get
threatening letters
Ariel Sharon orders a
crackdown on Jewish
extremists.
By losef Federman
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

JERUSALEM — Responding to
death threats against government ministers, Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon ordered law
enforcement agencies Sunday to
crack down on Jewish extremists opposed to the planned

withdrawal from the Gaza Strip.
Cabinet ministers said the
charged climate is reminiscent of
the period before the 1995 assassination of Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin who was in peace negotiations with the Palestinians. One
minister warned Sharon himself
could become a target. Extremists
have put up posters across the
country that say Rabin and the
prime minister's deceased wife,
Lily, are "waiting for Sharon."
ISRAEL. PAGE 2

HAVE HEART

sponsoring the event and the
Nutrition Department is providing Greger's guest apartment.
Greger will also accept any
donations he is offered tonight.
The speech is titled. "How to
Prevent Cancer Before it Starts:
The Superfoods," and is one of
Greger's several stock speeches that he uses in his current
nationwide tour.
According to Huerta, Veg 4
life chose this speech because
it deals with a topic many people
can relate to.
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Summer preparation begins now
Registration for the
University's summer session
begins today. Summer classes
are held in three sessions: a
six-week session from May 16
to June 24, an eight-week
session from June 13 to Aug.
15 and a six-week session from
June 27 to August 5.

Man opens fire in
New York mall
KINGSTON, N.Y. CAP)—A
lone gunman opened fire with
an assault rifle Sunday inside a
crowded mall in upstate New

"Cancer is such a prevalent
issue in our society," Huerta
said. "1 think that you could
probably ask anybody on campus
and just about everybody would
either know somebody who has
had cancer or had it themselves.
So I think it is really relevant to
everybody."
He added that while cancer is widespread, it can also
be prevented, and some foods
have been proven to be parVE6GIES, PAGE 2

York, wounding one person
before running out of ammunition and being subdued by
employees, authorities said.
The gunman began shooting
inside the Hudson valley Midi
shortly after 3 p.m. in Kingston,
nearly 90 miles north of New
York City.

Recycling spurts
(KRT) Americans are recycling paper at an all-time high,
recapturing 300 pounds per
person each year. That's about
half the paper produced in the
United States. In addition to
improvements in the tactics of
waste-paper collection,
recycling is gaining from
China's suddenly ravenous
appetite for U.S. scrap paper.
Its hunger for recycled paper
is fueled by its own shortage of
wood pulp and a
mushrooming need for boxes
in which to ship its exports.

now," Wiedenhoft said
financial issues won't stop
CARTs mission as members
also began sending the letters
to various Untversit) organizations over listprocs as a way to
By Laren Weber
conserve money, he said.
SENIOR RtPORIER
This reduces the amount
Members of CART — ihe of paper used and also allows
Coalition Against Rising tuition students .to print the letters
— are on the prowl again seek- off and turn them into the
ing student signatures to aid in USG office at their discretion,
Wiedenhoft said.
their letter writing campaign.
In addition to students
Led by Undergraduate
Student Government Senator providing their names and
Nathan Wiedenhoft. the focus addresses on the letters.
of this year's campaign is to there is an optional personal
which
allows
ask state representatives to section,
maintain state funding for the students to explain how
next biannual budget that will funding for higher education
will help them, he said.
be approved in
"It's a personal
June.
message and it's more
"We're
not "One pebble
effective because when
asking for any
dropped
you get 120 of the
more money,
into a
same letters, but with
but we're asking
them not to cut bucket won't different names all they
have to do is look at
it," he said.
CAKE which make a huge the addresses of each
was created two
splash, but one and remember
years ago, iniwell those are the ones
a boulder we
have to send replies
tially fought the
potential repeal
dropped in to." Wiedenhoft said.
of a 1 cent sales
they'll have to
the bucket "Now
tax increase in
go through and actuOhio. That issue
ally read the different
will."
has since been
personal messages."
resolved and the
Reaching the goal
of maintaining the
organization has
ALEX WRIGHT,
current level state
now become the
USG PRESIDENT
funding will increase
voice for higher
with every letter mats
education.
signed, Wright said.
"It's moved
"One pebble dropped into
from a one issue campaign to
a general advocacy on behalf a bucket won't make a huge
of higher education," said Alex splash, but a boulder dropped
In the bucket will." he said
Wright, USG president
Wright stresses that not only
Considering the budget
constraints facing the state this students need to get involved,
year, asking representatives to but also parents and members
maintain the current level of of the community.
"When it comes from parents
funding is a way to gain their
and other members, it has a
respect, Wiedenhoft said.
"There's a huge hole in the little extra credence," he said.
budget that they're starting off
The
state
benefits
with and it's just not plausible to substantially from the amount
go out and ask for more money," of resources provided by the
he said.
University and the city, Wright
Earlier this year, Wiedenhoft said.
"I think a strong education
wanted to increase the
impact of the letter writing system equals a strong state
campaign by sending two and a strong economy," he
letters. Ironically, due to said. "Higher education is a
funding issues the campaign win win situation. It employs, it
puts money in the state coffers
was reduced to just one letter.
And to save money, mem- and creates future leaders of
bers have been considering tomorrow.
hand delivering the letters to
Members of USG will be in
representatives in Columbus the Union from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
today through Thursday and
rather than mailing them.
"We don't have enough will have letters available for
money, as is, for postage right students to sign.

RSA wins bid, will host conference
Ashlee Rauckhorst
has been named
RSA President of the
Year.
By Bridget Tharp
RtPORIER

Name AP Photo

CHECKING UP: Dietitian Carolyn Tienarend tram the Wood County
Hospital in Bowling Green administers a cholesterol screening to
heartwalk participant John Schoen dunng Saturday's American Heart
Association's Heartwalk held at the Perry Field House.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

The
Resident
Student
Association received word
on Saturday that they have
been selected to host next
year's "No Frills" business
conference. The "No Frills"
conference will draw RSA
members from 31 different
schools to the campus.
RSA President Ashlee
Photo Provided

RSA,PAGE 2
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RSA HONORED: The Resident Student Association has been selected to host next year's "No Frills" confrence.
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Resident Student Association receives multiple honors
Ryan Mann.
■ Mannl is mastermind "I it,
andtheonlj reasonwearedoing
ii Is because of her." Rauckhorsi
said "It washi i idea to bring the
c onference here."
\lann was appointed lo the
c \\( IIKII regional board of
directors this weekend when
BGSU won the bid for next year's
conference. As chair of the "No
I rills" conference bid ream.
Mann said USA hasn't ever
hosted an event like this before.
' i his is the first time in a really, real!) long time, Nobody In
Residence Life at all can remember the last lime (thai RSA1 hosted something. So this is a big
deal In that lac I," Mann said.
RSA has onlj known since
Saturday thai they would host
next yeat s conference, Inn Ihe
group started planning months
Schools compete to bring
the "No Frills" conference to
their campuses lb be selected,
RSA had to give a to minute

RS». FROM PAGE 1
Rauckhorsi was also
nized as regional president ol
the u .M In the regional board ol
directors and the national
communications
coordinators from the i entral talantit
\ffiliate of College and Universit)
Residence Halls.
I .mi absolute!) thrilled
to lie recognized as the RSA
president ol the year foi oui
region," Ram khorst said. "It's
,i great accomplishment, and I
couldn't be happier."
Rauckhorsi also received a
service award foi three years ol
dedication in RSA. Rauckhorsi
won the bid idi presidenl with
three letters ol support from
RSA advisor David Scobie, and
members Sally I lodovanic and
Ryan Mann.
she might lit' president ol ihe
year, but .is foi the confereni e
bid, Rauckhorsi credits RSA
Director of External Relations

"I am absolutely
ih rilled to be
recognized as the
RSA president of
the year for our
region. It's a great
accomplishment,
and I couldn't be
happier."
ASHLEE RAUCKHORST

bid presentation in Iron! of the
regional hoard of directors.
But ii wasn'l as easy as ii might
seem.
Ii look six months to put it
all together, for 10 minutes,''
Kanekhorstsaid.
i he application was 37 pages

Superfoods will be topic
VEGGIES. FROM PAGE 1

dcularly effective in (.men
prevention, I hese "superfoods'
are what Greger will be detailing
in tonight's speech.
"I'm really excited," Huerta
Said. "It sounds like it's going
io he a really entertaining and
informative event."
tonight's speech marks the
first major event planned and
sponsored by veg > I ife. which
was formed last spring. The
group, which curremh has
aboul eighi active members,
gathers foi weekly meetings
everj rhursday evening at ftOO
at Squeaker's Cafe1 and Health
i ood Store, a vegan restaurant in
Bowling t Ireen. I here. Veg i Life
members are treated to vegan
lood at a20 percent discount.

"Students normally gel a 10
percent discount, but lulian
arranged foi us to gel another
in percent off, and the meals
are bursarable, so ilS jusi IC.IIK
convenient," said freshman
Varon Urbanski, a member of
Veg I Life.
Vcording to I Inert,t. ihe goal
ol Veg4 Life is io bring vegetarians and vegans together.
"Our
main
goals are
basically,althispoinl,toestablish
a sense ol community for vegetarians, so ihey t(in meet each
other, have a place to talk aboul
vegetarian issues and also have
the opportunity to act as a
support
group
for
new
vegetarians," I luertasaid.
\ic Hiding to Urbanski, Veg i
I ife has done just that Urbanski
became a vegetarian last
semester, and aftei receiving an

e mail from Veg I Life, decided
io attend a Thursday evening
dinner. Since1 then, he has
attended dinners routinely.
enjoying the company of other
members as well as what he
calls, "really good" vegan food
\c i ordingtol lucna.Vcg I Life
plans in bring more speakers to
the University in the future. In
the meantime, the organization
will continue to have weekly
dinners at Squeakers (ale and
Health Food Store.

Editor's Note: lor mote
information about l if; 4 ///c
will links to information about
vegetarianism and veganism,
go HI wwtubgsu.edu/stuaentlilel
organizattons/vegllifol.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES • ONLY 2 TWO BEDROOM APTS. AVAIL. LEFT FOR MAY

long, and required details like
who the keynote speaker would
beandwhereconferenceattendees would slay. So the team had
to plan most of Ihe conference
before ihey even knew whether
BGSU would host It The team
collected letters of support from
Dean of Students Or. Wanda
Overland, l.inda Newman of
Residence lite, Vice Presidenl ol
Student Affairs Dr. Ed Whipple.
IISC; Presidenl Alex Wrighr and
RSA advisor David Scobie. Ihey
also created a Powerpoinl presentation and a DVD about the
University for the judges. The
five USA members of the bid
team — lohn Borawski, Sally
Hodovanlc, Shamika Johnson.
Ryan Mann and Ashlee
Rauckhorsi — rehearsed Ihe
presentation together.
"It was a very intimidating group of people, ihey just
sil there and ihey pick your bid
apart. It's almost scary to he
up there." Mann said. "Hut the

reallylough questions, they were
sn I i I i ng at all of our answers."
"The Friday before [the
conference] we had our advisors
for an hour straight, just slain us
with anything they could think
of that we would be asked," said
Shamika lohnson, RSA director
of programming. "We were so
prepared."
"We deserve it," said executive
assistant lohn Borawski. "It took
a lot of preparation. Ryan Mann
and I were up until four In the
morning at ihe conference the
morning of our bid, fixing our
budget."
Apparently
all
that
preparation paid off, BGSU was
selected over Ohio University to
host the conference. RSA expects
thai the conference will bring
about 200 people from 31 different universities in Delaware,
Maryland. New lersey, Ohio.
Pennsylvania, Washington D.G,
and West Virginia.
Kent State University did "No

Abbas grows into new role
ISRAEL FROM PAGE l
I lespfte the concerns, Sharon's
Cabinet approved a list of 500
Palestinian prisoners to be
released in coming days, and
several hundred Palestinian
workers were permitted to return
lo jobs in Israel in line with
agreements reached at a Mideast
summit last week.
Palestinian leader Mahmoud
Abbas, meanwhile, was to
present a new Cabinet to his
Patah movement for approval
Tuesday. Abbas was expected to
appoint new interior, foreign and
information ministers but keep
on many current government
members, officials said,
Israeli officials have voiced
concerns
about
extremis)
opposition to the pulloui plan for
months, But with this summer's
planned withdrawal quickly
approaching and a recent wanning of lies with tile Palestinians,
the level of alarm has been raised.
Sharon
instructed
lawenforcement agencies to report
back to the Cabinet as soon its
possible with steps that can be
taken to "rein In the violent
rampage" of extremists opposing
liis plan, a statement said.

Several Cabinet ministers said
they have received threatening
letters in recent days, and last
week Finance Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu had his rites slashed
and slurs shouted at him while
attending a wedding,
Netanyahu, a former prime
minister, was targeted jusi days
after Education Minister Unior
livnat was whisked away Horn M<
event where she was sc reamed at
by hard-line lews.
Meir Sheelril, one of the
ministers who received a
threatening letter, said every Step
should lx' taken ID punish those
behind Ihe threats,
It sets off 8 warning light, and
we should lake langihle Steps
before there is another political
murder," he slid
Cabinet minister Binyamln
Ben-Eliezer
presented
the
ministers a copy of a letter he
received. Hie letter described the
Iraqi-born Ben-Eliezer as "the
epitome of evil, a miserable Iraqi,
a Nazi with Arab blood You love1
Arabs more dian lews."
Ben-FJiezer then said to die
ministers; "I am telling you They
will try to kill the prime minister."
according lo the I laaretz daily.
Sharon was outraged.

BRflno new Houses
flUfllLABLE FALL 2005

$100 off Deposit
During the month of February

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Houses
• I -2 Car garages w/automatic openers
• Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers
•Washer & dryer in every home
• Walk-in closets, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service
• Starting at S1200.00 (limit 3 people)

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue * Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

¥

Ln

VALENTINES DAY
Monday February 14

"I love you" is still best
left for flowers to say

Frills" last year. Wilmington
College, a small school in
southwest Ohio, was the only
school thai had bid for the conference for this past weekend.
So far, the RSA learn has
already booked some of the
conference. The keynote speaker will be Dr. I'.d Whipple, vice
president of student affairs. An
Improv comedy group will be
evening entertainment after the
daytime c (inference activities.
But now that Ihey earned the
bid, there is even more work m
be done.
The conference planning
team will be "eight dedicated
Student leaders who have been
lo conferences, live on campus,
and will all be upperelassmen,"
Mann said
"We're probably each going
to be having an advisor from
residence life. Because I the
Office of] Residence Life has
been very involved in this entire
process." Mann said.

HOURS:
Mr 9am - 5pm
Sal 9am 1pm

445E.WoostcrSt.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-352-0717

«|f|
|JW
cailNMUU K INC.
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lam shocked by this savagen
We need to take immediate prac
deal steps," Sharon was quoted

as saying before ordering police.
legal authorities and security
commanders to lake action.
At Sunday's meeting, the
Cabinet approved the release ol
500 Palestinian prisoners in the
neat future, one of a series ol
agreements reached at last week's
\lideasi summit in Egypt
Israel will also allow several
dozen Palestinian militants who
were expelled from the West Kink
to return to theil homes and
gradually hand live Uesi Hank
towns to Palestinian cntitinl.
Senior commanders from
IKUII sides met late Sunday lo
coordinate the handover of
lericho. the first town to be turned
over. Army Radio reported that the
handoxci would lake place in
alHiullH hours.
In line with ihe summit agree
ments, bred will release another
itxi Palestinian prisoners within
diree months Hie Palestinian
prisoners to he freed consti
line only a small fraction ol ihe
estimated 8,000 In Israeli j.iik
Palestinians are demanding that
all IH- freed, while Israeli officials
insist ihai with lew exceptions,
prisoners with "hlood on their
hands" cannot lx1 considered.
Several hundred Palestinian
workers from Gaza returned
Sunday to jobs in Israel nuclei the1
summit agreements, Before the
outbreak of fighting more than
foul yens ago. more than 100.00(1
Palestinians worked in Israel
Also, the Israeli army sad the
bodies ni iri Palestinians killed
last yeat during atlacks on Israeli
settlements anil army bases in the
Gaza Snip would he lianded over
Monday to Palestinian authorities
in Gaza for burial
Palestinian officials said on
condition of anonymity that ihe
new Cabinet would include Brig.
Gen. Nasser >c nisei, a military
official who frequently It night with
Yasser Arafat; Gaza strongman
Mohammed Dahlan; and possibly Nassa al kidwa. the current
Palestinian envoy to Ihe United
Nations and Arafat's nephew, as
tile new foreign minister.
ihe current foreign minister,
Nabil Shaath, would be shifted
to another Cabinet position, the
offidab said.

LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE c
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer at Clough
"Tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Time-Warner cable service included
in rentals
Central air & heat

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apts.
Heat & Cable Included

Special Holiday Hours
Sat. 8 am - 4 pm
Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 5 pm
Sun. 12 pm - 4 pm

mm

• Convenicni laundry facilities
• Convenient lo Campus Shutllc Slop
• Short walk to Library. Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

FLORAL. GIFT
•9 06 NAPOLEON RD. • 419.353.8181'

There's still time to order your
Valentines Day gifts in BG!

UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment. Furnished Available. Heat & Cable Included
Stop by anytime to see a model apartment!
No appointment necessary
DM.IIKK k SOI /// (>/ UOOSM R
U WM>\ <>\ I R''

(419) 352-0164

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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STUDENTS TO DISPLAY ARTWORK
The School of An will host its annual Undergraduate
An & Design Exhibition from 2 to 4 p.m. tomorrow
in the Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard Wankelman
Galleries, with an awards ceremony at 2:30. The
exhibition features 234 pieces that were accepted out
of 441 entries. The show will run through March 2.

CAMPUS

Web site formats citations for students free of charge
By Lucy Kafanov
KRI CAMPUS

If you've struggled with lengthy
research papers, chances are
you've faced your fair share of
late-night frustration Dying to
follow strict citation formats.
Guidelines set out by the
Modern language Association
(MLA), American Psychological
Association (APA) or Chicago
Manual of Style, can be
difficult
to follow. Title
underiined? bnhoi italicized? Irs
hard to keep straight

But the new computer-sawy
generation of students can
thank a fellow student for dealing KnightCite (www.knightcite.
com), a free online program
that automatically formats
bibliographies and citations.
The man behind KnightCite
is lustiii Searis, a sophomore
at Calvin College in Michigan.
who is majoring in computer
science and lapanese. Searis
spent an entire summer
creating
KnightCite while
interning
at
Calvin's

Digital Studio. Under the
supervision of the school's
multimedia specialist, lohn
Niedzielski, KnightCite was
launched in Augusi 2004. It had
logged about 4,500 unique users
by November, according to a
Calvin College pressrelease.
Searis said thai his inspiration for Ifae program came from
his own frustrating experiences
citing sources,
"I spent mj senior year of
high school writing eight or
nine

research

panels,

each

calling for a hefty bibliography,"
Searis said by e-mail. 'My only
successful strategy In avoiding
being marked down significantly
was to get die citations tedious
syntax right once, and then copy
and paste it before filling in each
new sources publication."
Searis said that he Created
the program to help students
sine time when compiling
bibliographies,
"I think me site is a great
Ie
tool
to
have.
especially when you're writing

getaJife
httrW/cMiits.bg5uxilu/

Dinner Theatre Ticket Sales
424 Saddlemire Student Services
Bldg The Center for Multicultural
& Academic Initiatives 16th
Annual Dinner Theatre Show. The
80s Pt. 2: A Night to Remember!
February 18th and 19th, 2005 at
7:00pm in the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union Grand Ballroom.
Enjoy an evening of entertainment provided by BGSU's finest students, faculty and staff.
Celebrating artists such as
Prince, Whitney Houston. Luther
Vandross. Sade and many more!
Friday's show is $20, includes hors
d'oeuvres and theatre style general seating. Saturday's show is $25,
includes a dinner buffet, reserved
table seating and a cash bar
(semi-formal) Advanced reservations are required. Departments
and organizations may purchase
tables via budget transfer. Tickets
are on sale new in the Center
for Multicultural & Academic
Initiatives - 424 Saddlemire
Student Services Bldg. For More
information call 372-2642
2-D Artist Association Student
Exhibition. Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. "Two Dimensional
Artist Association Student
Exhibition"

9:00am to 4:00pm
USG Info Table. USG would like to
inform students about higher education and get students involved
with their city representatives.
9:00am to 5:00pm
Silent Auction Fundraiser.
Sponsored by Black Student Union
9:00am to 6:00pm
Poker Tournament Registration.
Sponsored by Dance Marathon
10:00am to 2:00pm
Valentine's Day Table Bacchus/
Gamma will be promoting safer
sex and HIV awareness
10:00am to 2:00pm
Eating Disorders Awareness Table.
The Wellness Connection will hand
out "Love Yourself Kits" for
awareness.
10:00am to 3:00pm
Candy Rose Sale, Sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega
1000am to4:00pm
Valentine Candle Sale. Women in
Aviation will be selling candles to
help with costs for their
conference in March in Texas

11:00am to 1:00pm
Basketball Information Table,
Sponsored by the Athletic Dept.
11:00am to 2:00pm
Connections Info. Table.
Connections Collegiate Ministry
will be giving out free cotton
candy, doing a fundraiser for the
Tsunami relief fund, and asking
the Question of the Week.
11:00am to 4:00pm
Carnation Sales. Zeta Phi Beta
will be selling carnations to raise
money for the LeShanna C. Hams
Scholarship.
12:00 to 1:00pm
Caring For Yourself While Caring
for Others. Women's Center
108 A Hanna Hall. Caring for
Yourself While Caring for Others A
Support Group. Faculty, Graduate
Students and Staff are invited to
join us for resource information,
support and coping techniques.
Bring your lunch! Mondays at
noon beginning January 10. 2005.
Women's Center. 108A Hanna Hall
1:00 to 4:00pm
DM Can Holders Sale and Raffle
for Cavs Tickets. Sponsored by
Phi Mu as a fundraiser for Dance

Marathon.
8:00pm
Music at the Forefront: Daniel
Lippel. guitar Bryan Recital Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center. Event
is free and open to the public.

long involved papers that need
to he cited properly," said Lauren
dasser, a George Washington
Universit)
sophomon
usually use some form ol
reference book, which stresses
me out all the tune. Mj high
school paid for a Web sue
membership to do bibliographies
— kind of like this one — which
was a huge help."
KnightCite
works
by
generating a bibliography based
on information provided by the
user The program Is fairly simple
to Use and has enough options to
accommodate
a
wide
range Ol research media.
YOU select the preferred
bibliography format style \n v
\r\ 01 Chicago and then pick
the type of source. Options
include books, anthologies,
periodicals and Web sites. Type
in some information. Including
title, author and such, dick ■submit" and in seconds a formatted
bibliography pops up, ready to
cut and paste Into your paper.
Dr. Rachela Permenter, a
professorofEnglishattheSlippery
Hock University of IVmts
said that she WOuld
"hesitant" to use the softvi
her own work and warns of some
downsides to relying on
programs like KnightCite for
bibliographies,

8:00 to 10:00pm
"How to Prevent Cancer Before
it Starts". 101 Olscamp Hall
Cancer seems to be something
that people in our society can very
easily relate to. Most BGSU
students probably know
someone who has or has had it In
this entertaining
presentation. Dr. Greger combines
a wonderful sense of humor with
well researched facts. In this
presentation he will show you how
to prevent cancer before it starts.
Dr Greger is a nutritionalist that
resides at Cornell university, and
is curently on a nationwide
speaking tour This is a Free event,
but you might walk out with such
a wealth of information that you
would like to donate some money
to Dr Greger's organization, which
will be accepted. For more info
on Dr Greger check out his
website at: httpy/www.drgreger.
org/ For more info on Veg4Life.
the group that is bringing Dr.
Greger to BGSU check out: http7/
www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organizations/veg4hfe
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New Carpet
• Tile Floors
New Furniture
• 2 Full Baths
New Kitchens
• New Appliances
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717 www.greenbriarrentals.com

Enjoy a double order of
sieak, chicken, or combo
fa jiias (enough for iwo) for
jus* »11! And irosiy. 10 02.
Top Shelf or Caribbean
Margaritas are only *2*

chilis

!

ROfJFORD
9886 Olde US 20
419-873-0696

TOLEDO
4801 Talmadge Rd.
419-472-7688

*Murf b« ■* laaai 21 yaara of age io consume alcohol
Fajtfaa avatlabla avary Monday 11 am io cloea «2 marftari+aa and ai 9 pro

Register for the IPOD
give away

WWW.MECCABG.COM
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"Subject ii

4*y BcchangeBank
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Or visit us at
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800 • info@meccabg.com

RATES AS LOW AS %*JmS >/APR*

Luikey
Walbridge
Holland
Perrysiurg
Sylvania

own time."

paperwork and other info to
make your search easier

You bet, it it's an Exchange Bank home equity loan.
At this rate, you can pay off those high interest balances, get that home project started
and take that vacation. Come see us at Exchange Bank, friendly advisors tor 100 \ e.n -
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ii College] lias been
extremel)
encouraging in
pointing me out as the1 author ol
the intellectual property, Inn at
the end of the day their name1 is
at the top of KnightCite and mine
isai the bottom," Searis said "Its
probabl) the most frequently
asked question I hear, and eacii
time 1 kickmyseU foi not creating
something like KnightCite on my

View pictures, map of locations,

(GRILLW&BAR)
HOLLAND
6505 Ce-n-rcrs Dr
419-866-8781

©M

CAN THIS RATE BE REAL?

Home /-.ijiiiiv Loans:

on satisfaction and low on big
bucks.

•w View our 2005/2006 availability
\y
(Heinzsite will have Free High
Speed Internet Access)

^ ^

We l>o Mondays
Like No Place Else!

example.

for the Web site ," said

Glenn Remelts, library director
at Calvin College, This is just
our gift to the struggling students
who'veprobabhj spent more time
formatting theii bibliographies
than u riling their papers. So il we
can make life a little easier, that
was our mission."
As for Searis, the reward is high

Management Inc.

\y

<&

for

students who don't learn how to
lite works property by looking
up the formatting in reference
guides ma) be out of luck when
Dying i" cite from an unusual
material such as a pamphlet.
Permenter said. Students should
also be wary of mistakes in the
software, which could lead lo

incorrei i. Itations, she warned
Hut Permenter also called the
program a "wonderful idea lor
the "average student'1
"(Citation] is a painful thing
1' Permenter said ' I he
details of doing a cited p
think, is only fun tor English
majors and professors, I don't
think anyone else has to actually
bean expert and everyone hates
doing it. so I think there's nothing
wrong with using the program."
KnightCite is not the only
program
available
for
citation and bibliographj
formatting, but unlike some of its
competitors, KnightCite charges
no fees Ihe going rate for some ol
its rival programs seems to range
anywhere from $6 to $8 a year.
\\e have no intention to

Real banking Real people Real neighbors.

235 Main St. • 419-833-3401
311 N. Main St. • 419-666-2955
940 Clarion Ave.'419-868-1515
610 E. South Boundary St. • 419-874-2090
6401 Monroe St. • 419-882-2145
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OPINION

"Only powerful strength can protect
justice and truth."
North Korea's Minister of Foreign Aliairs, in a statement officially announcing
that die country has nudeat weapons,

i"WIREI:I)IT<M:I.\I.Ioiiiosi.vn:i M\I:I:SIn

Peace with N. Korea is necessary

In a move that will
undoubtedl) send
reverberations ai ross
the globe, North Korea
announced rhursdaj
morning that il had
developed tun leai weapons.
I lu- announcement came
as the country pulled out of
peaceful talks with six other
countries — including the
United States
which
aimed to try and slop
the North Koreans from
developing such technology.
Conversely, the United States
announced this week dun it is

developing ii~ next generation
of nuclear weapons to replace
us aging weapon stockpile.
American officials said
they are not even sine il the
current cache is still usable.
Nuclear lest bans have
prevented the United States
from detonating any nuclear
devices since 1992.
Although it might seem
foolish to spend money on
urn weapons when our
countrj is lacing record
deficits, this is something
America needs to do in order
in maintain its own security.

Although the use of nuclear weapons is something we
do not want to resort to, this
situation is one where we
might have to. North Korea
poses a serious threat to the
United States and other parts
of the world.
This comes in the wake of
the war on terrorism. We do
not believe the U.S. military
should focus solely on North
Korea, but we do believe that
this situation is detrimental to
the world.
In our eyes. North Korea's
leader, Kim long-il. has proven

U.S., N. Korea; not so different
GEORGE
VALKO

Perhaps none have relied as
much on rhetoric as Kim longil

and his father Kim II Sung. I hey
have kept their people blind to
You can't front on this the outside. Children in schools

are taught to worship Kim long
President Hush once said.
I here is but one just
tiseot power, and it is to

serve people.''
There is no doubt to the
-.indents ol this University thai
Mush means this, as he has
meant allot the rhetoric he
has spouted since undertaking office. He never hesitates
lo explain how God is on
Americas side, hnw we fight for

justice or how we will kill those
that seek to do us harm.
Recendy North Korea
announced thai the) had
produced nuclear weapons.
In the eyes of Kim long II and
much of the nation of North
Korea, this has been done
to protect themselves from
America. Since Bush took office

In 2001, he has been on a ram
page against North Korea. Syria.
Iran. Iraq.,.. If one is able to look
at this without bias, it should
not surprise any students why
North Korea has produced
these weapons.
Bush also frequently speaks
of a nations' right to protect
itself and its people. It was how

he justified his preemptive strike against Iraq.
li Is this same principle that
North Korea is standing on in
their efforts to produce WMD.
In his announcement. North
Korea's Minister of foreign
Affairs was keen to use his own
kind of rhetoric, explaining that
North Korea felt threatened and
wished to protect itself.
Throughout history tyrannical leaders have used rhetoric
to usher people to their cause.
I filler was great at doing this,
so was Stalin of Russia, and
Mao Zedong ol < hina All of
these men committed atrocities against their fellow citizens
and people in neighboring
countries

II. the press is censored, there is
no food, no money, and North
Korea's leaders live like movie
stars in palaces on hills outside
the garbage that is Pyongyang
I here arc man) North Koreans
who probably want to be free
People who feel their

government Is betraying them.
\SOtll most recent election
has shown, a little less than

hall of our country does not
approve of what President Bush
has done and feel betrayed
I hese same people have been
lied to by their own
government a government
that is rich and really is not
concerned with helping the
common citizen, much like
that of North Korea.
li could not lie argued that
the North Korean government
is just or that they do not pose
a threat to the countries that
surround them. I hey periodically shoot niis-ilcs in the direction of lapan. They threaten to
attack anyone that would harm
them, anil they have a large,
well-trained military capable of
severe damage.
Yet, America threatens other
countries, they periodically
attack those they deem "evil"
and they have a large
well-trained army capable
of causing great damage as
we have seen in Iraq.
There are many similarities
between the evil countries and
die good countries. Often, die
differences between the two are
in shades of gray.
I Ins can be seen by constructing a "six degrees of Kevin
Bacon "esque relationship diagram. I or those students who
do not remember six degrees of
Kevin Bacon, the object of the
game was to take a seemingly
unrelated event/person and in
six steps link it to Kevin Bacon.

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
In honor of yesterday's Grammy Awards, who do
you think made the best album of 2004?

11 ii our example let's see if
we can link the II S. with North
Koi e.i using despicable acts of
man. I am almost positive we
can do it in four steps or less.
Ready?
Step one: The United States
used atomic bombs on lapan. a
bombing that took place in the
center of an urban
meiropolis, similai to the
attacks ol September 11 ill.
Step two: lapan's invasion of
(hina and the rape ol Nanking.
Step three: China's claim to
Korea as being a part of the
(hinese kingdom during the
period when China was ruled
bj emperors, During this
time the (.hinese government
abused Koreans.
This is done to show that
while there is a difference
between what President Bush
has done and what Kim long
11 has done, neither country is
without fault or failure.
I hat is why it is irresponsible,
uninformed and hypocritical
to openly charge nations diat
are not on Americas' side as evil
while supporting what our
government i- doing.
At this moment we are at
war with a country diat did not
attack us (just to remind my
fellow students that Iraq didn't
sponsor the September 11 th
attacks as die 9/11
commission has stated!. Our
army has been involved in
fighting that has killed over
100,000 Iraqi civilians. A
country is in ruins, everyday
the death toll rises and there
has been very little progress
made.
Maybe it is easier just to
listen to the comforting talk of
justice, peace, and democracy
dial our president is found of? I
think I might turn off my sense
of reason and float along like
the rest of America. I hope the
water's warm.
Contact George via e-mail at
valkog&bgnet. bgas.edu

himself to be irrational in his
dealings with the rest of the
world.
Between
long-M's
personal believe in "juche,"
loosely meaning self-reliance
and the North Korean media's
wild
embellishments of
[ong-il's personal accomplishments, such as his supposed 38 under par golf score
during his first outing and
1200 official honorific titles, we
do not believe long-il or the
North Korean government is
rational enough to deal with

successfully.
We believe it is imperative
that a peaceful solution be
found that will limit the ill will
between nations but we also
believe that the United States
must have a contingence plan
in case these negotiation fail.
After consulting with the
rest of the nations present
during peace talks over nuclear
disarmament,
including
South Korea, lapan, China
and Russia we believe the
disarmament talks will and
should continue, yet it is not

reasonable to believe North
Korea will accept any terms
brought forth.
In the past North Korea has
been obstinate and in the
future it will continue to do so.
We do not see any means at
present time that will change
North Korea's mind unless they
realize the United States is also
serious about protecting its
people.
Updating our nuclear cache
is worrisome but a secure
means of providing protection
in a time full of uncertainty.

Bush out of touch with citizens
Never one to become
wrapped up in the
mundane day-to-day
realities of showing up to the
workplace and taking on truly
pressing issues, our president
has been spending his time
lately on stages before
pre-selected crowds where he
has been doing his damnedest to sell a certain disaster,
haranguing the American
public with an invented crisis,
Bush has been pushing his
administration's vague and
deceptive plan to privatize
Social Security.
The presidents handlers must
lx' banking on the American
people not listening too closely.
for if they do it will be dear that:
11 Uiis is a bad and dangerous
plan; 21 it is an unnecessar)
plan, built in response to a
phony crisis; and, 31 our president has no idea what the heck
he's talking about—he doesn't
even understand the plan he1
is pimping, as is evidenced by
his garbled and nonsensical
responses to the soflball questions being lobbed his way.
The president's men are
certainly hoping, too, diat they
will continue to be able to
stage-manage every aspect of
these events and Oiat lane and
loe Public will just sit back and
enjoy the show and not let little
things like coherence and
justice get in the way.
But how telling it is when
efforts to effectively manage
Bush's stage are unsuccessful,
in Omaha on li'bruary 4th, we
saw die stark contrast between
those that need the protection
offered by Social Security and
Bush's own elitist worid-view. As
she asked a question, 57-year
old Mary Momin informed the
president that she has three
children—one "mentally challenged"—and is a single mother.
The president, always ready
to pander to the right crowd,
however thoughtlessly, replied,
'Fantastic, the hardest job in

America, being a single mom,"
and proceeded to give her a
deceptive answer about how
his plan for social security is
just what the single mothers
of America need. Then Momin
went dangerously off-script:
MORN1N: Thai's good,
because I work dirce jobs and 1
Icel like I contribute.
BUSH: You work diree jobs?
MORNIN: Three jobs, yes.
BUSI I: Uniquely American,
isn't it? I mean, that is fantastic
that you're doing thai...
Next, Bush liccame lost in

one of his 1 tn-about-to-makea-funny' moments beginning to
titter and shake slightly, practically winking at die audience he
asked, "You gel any sleep?"
MORNIN: Not much, not
much...
Take a moment to let the
implications of the president's
commentary on Mary Mornin's
everyday reality sink in.
'Uniquely American? 'Ianl.i-.tiii''
1 his from a child of privilege
who was raised in die pampering environs ofWashington D.C.
and the blue-blood communities of New England (though he
does his damnedest to cultivate
a good olp Texan boy persona),
and who has never truly worked
hard for anything in his life, seeing every opportunity come his
way due to family connections.
Consider the thinly-veiled
contempt behind his joke, 'You
get any sleep?' This coming
from a man who schedules
mid-day naps into his
workday so that he remains
fresh, a man with a leisurely
enough work-day that he gets in
daily workouts, a man who was
on vacation for an outrageous
45 percent of his first term (paid
for with your tax dollars).
Social Security was
implemented as a direct result
of the 1929 stock market crash
that left millions of elderiy
Americans in abject poverty.
Social Security assists the elderly,
the disabled, widows and

DANIEL
BOUDREAU
Opinion Columnist

children, and is designed to
protect all Americans from
potential setbacks.
Currently, over two-thirds
of retired Americans rely on
Social Security its their principal
source of income, and 18 percent rely on Social Security as
their only source of income. The
dependence is higher among
African Americans: BO percent
ov ci age 65 depend on Social
Security for more than half of
their income, and more than
hall iclv on it for 90 percent
i he Bush administrations
goal iil dismantling Social
Security and replacing it widi an
investment scheme designed
as a cash cow lor die nation's
financial firms (a plan expected
to cost around S2 trillion to
implement) exposes the
cynical, greed-driven policies of
this administration.
Within il we see the
disconnect between the
Republican agenda and goals
and the needs of the American
people. It is a disconnect as
clear as the one represented by
Bush's inability to understand
the punishing realities of Mary
Mornin's working week
Like so many of Bush's
policies, it is designed to play on
your fear and your selfishness,
while it relegates the needs of
the most vulnerable among us
to the trash heap.
The selling of the president's
plan is particularly designed to
convince the younger generation that Social Security won't
live up to its promise and that
instead they ought to trust
Wall Street profiteers with their
futures. Don't believe the hype.
Contact Daniel via e-mail at
dbondrt@bgnet.hgsu.edu
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STEPHANIE SWIGER
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JAMES M. ALLEN
FRESHMAN,
INTERVENTION

"1 love Tim McGraw's
'Live Like You Were
Dying' album."

"I think the new
Rascal Flatts CD is
really great."

"Without a doubt,
'John Lennon
Accoustic'."

"Elton John 'Greatest
Hits Vol. 2\"
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NEW JUVENILE WING HOUSES SEX OFFENDERS

SWE

(AP) — A new wing at a boys' juvenile prison means
some of Ohio's worst youth sex offenders no longer
have to bunk together. Boys moved to the wing on Jan.
27 from the Circleville Juvenile Correctional Facility,
an overcrowded prison where there were reports of
rape and offenders trading sex for candy.

Family remembers Marine's dedication
THE ASSOCUTED PRESS

WESTLAKE — A fallen Ohio
Marine's fervor lo serve his
country was apparent when he
tried to enlist at age 15 and years
later when he asked to be sent to
Iraq while still recovering from
surgery.
Memories such as those
comforted family and friends on
Saturday at a memorial service
for 28-year-old Sgt. Michael VV.
Finke Jr., one of four Ohioans
who died in a helicopter crash in
Iraq last month.
While recuperating from
surgery in 2003, Finke, of
Wadsworth, repeatedly requested to be sent overseas during the
buildup to the war in Iraq.
But Maj. Michael Davis, Finke's
commander at California's Camp
Pendleton, told Finke he couldn't
go until he fully recovered.
"One of the hardest things I had
to do was tell him he could not
go to Iraq and. Ixird knows, he
wanted to go," said Davis, who

also described Finke as tenacious
and hardworking.
Finke, who finally got his
chance to go to Iraq last year,
died nine days before he was
scheduled to come home.
Thirty-one servicemen died in
the helicopter accident in bad
weather in Iraq's western desert
on Ian. 26.
It was the greatest loss of life
for the Marines since the 1983
bombing of a Marine barracks in
Beinit, Lebanon, that killed 241
people, including 220 Marines.
Several hundred people.
including Republican U.S. Sens.
George VoinovTch and Mike
IX'Wine and U.S. Rep. Dennis
Kucinich, D-!akewood, attended
the service Saturday at St. Paul
Lutheran Church.
T hike's sister Tonia Pocztar,
of Akron, said her brother was
single-minded about his desire

to serve.
Michael had only one goal,"
she said. "To be a Marine."
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DEDICATED: Members of the United States' armed services who have been killed In Iraq. They are memorialized in the phot

Indian tribes seek to set
precedent in casino case
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — The three
American
Indian
tribes
interested in building Las
Vegas-style casinos in Ohio
would have to overcome a major
obstacle:
Crossing
the
boundaries of their home state lo
open a casino elsewhere.
No tribe in the United State has
been able to do it and experts s,u
while the idea is not impossible,
it would be a time-consuming
process.
"Indian-law experts will tell
you there's nothing under the
law that says it can't be done,"
said Terry Casey, a Columbus
consultant representing the
Eastern Shawnee tribe.
It is part of a trend in which
tribes are trying to leave their
reservations and allotted lands
to open casinos in markets with
greater wealth.
The premise is that the Eastern
Shawnee, Wyandot and Ottawa
tribes, all based in Oklahoma.
once thrived in Ohio and want to
reclaim ancestral land that could
be used for casinos.
All three say they are ready to
place land in federal (rust and
open casinos under an agreement with Ohio's elected officials.
The Seneca-Cayuga tribe of

Oklahoma soon could become groups can do, such as bingo and
the first tribe to establish a casino "Las Vegas Night" games, includoutside its home state, said Blake ing poker, craps and roulette,
So far, the Eastern Shawnee
Watson, a University of Dayton
law professor and an expert in have been the most aggressive.
The tribe has reached a deal
tribal-gaming laws. The tribe
wants to open a casino in the with Monroe officials tor a
proposed
$750
million
Catskills in New York.
But no outside tribes have casino-and leuiil complex along
established land claims in Ohio. Interstate 7."> hciueen ( incinnati
and I )ayton. It also has plans for a
Watson said.
As part of treaties with the SIT") million casino development
United States between 1795 and near Botkins, off 1-75 between
1818, tribes transferred most of Dayton and Toledo, and is
their land to the United States, looking at sites in northeast t )hio.
The wyandots want to build
Watson said.
Tribes can challenge the at least four casinos In northern
legitimacy of those treaties by Ohio that would generated SI bilTiling land claims in federal court. lion in revenue, up to 3,000 jobs
Or die tribes could ask the U.S. and about S100 million in taxes,
The
Ottawa
tribe
is
Department of Interior to put
into a trust, land from the tribes' pursuing casino development in
ancestral grounds or their last the Toledo area.
The Eastern Shawnee and
reservation.
Casey said the Shawnees could Wyandots operate casinos in
make J4 such claims involving Oklahoma, but the Ottawa do
hundreds of thousands of acres
in southwest Ohio.
Even
with
such
an
arrangement, the tribes still
would need an agreement with
die legislature and Gov. BobTaft,
who opposes any expansion of
gambling, for casinos. Otherwise,
they would be limited to the
kinds of gambling that nonprofit

John W. Strawman,
D.D.S.
WELCOMES

TIRED OF PLAYING THE WAITING GAME?
TIHEMMN. 1-HOUR PIT STOP TIRE SERVICE. EUARAHTEEOA

"Does your organization need an
office, workstation, or storage unit?"
The suite is located in ^10 BTSU.

Ml organizations must apply to renew or receive an office,
workstation or storage unit.
Student Organization Suite Applications
Due March 18th to the Office of Campus Involvement,
M)l BTSU by 5:00 p.m
The application is for offices, work-stations, and
storage units within the suite.

Jeffrey Kaiser, D.D.S.
Family Dentistry

The application is available at
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/suite.html

Accepting New Patients
Same Day Emergency Care
Delta Dental Provider for
BGSU Staff. Faculty, and
Students
Call for appointment
419-352-4661
1064 W. Wooster St.,
Bowling Green

Office of

u

iirratvement
Division ot Studenl Aftaits

Visit our Website at
StrawmanKaiserDenti8ts.com

401 Bowen-Thompson Stuoenl Union
419.372.2343
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MAN SOUGHT MANY SUICIDE PACTS
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — A man who used an Interne!

MTK1

chat room to try to set up a mass suicide on Valentine's
Day had been trying to persuade women for at least
five years to engage in sex acts with him and then
kill themselves, a sheriff said Sunday. Gerald Krein is
charged with solicitation to commit murder.

Class offers insight on relationships
By Martha Irvine
IMl

ASSOCIAI10

"RESS

MUNCIEInd.
ScottHaJI
wants KI spark .i discussion, so
he asks his students something
hound to provoke a reaction:
Do women want more out of
marriage than men?
It's jusi the sort oi conversation starter that's heard more
often in college classrooms these
days, \ffairs ol the heart
love,
relationships and marriage
have none from being an obsession outside class to the reason
lor class.
I hestudentsinl lall'scourseon
marriage at Hall State Universitymany of them women — laugh
and nod at his question. Most
ol them agree with research he
iiics stating that men are most
interested in a partner who's
attractive and good in bed
But not Mike Ibscano, a
21-year-old senior: "h's not 'Oh
she looks cute and she cooked
a pot pie," he says. "I want to be
held once in a while, too, y'all."

The comment draws more
laughter, as Ibscano blushes and
smiles.
"I'm glad he feels that way,"
Anitra Montgomery, a 22year-old junior, responds to the
class "Bui he is rare!"

Ovei
the last :«i years,
academics have been developing the stud] ol "dose relationships.' as they call it, forming
the International Association tor
Relationship Research to share
resources and data.
Such research is "not just
about what makes people happy
hut how relationships can affect
other things - for instance,
someone's health," says Lisa
Baker, an assistant

professoi ol psj
chologyal Purchase
College, pan of the
state Universitj of
New Mirk.
In recent years,
though,
some

mj actions and his, too,' says
Rlngrose, a 20-year-old junior at
the school in central Indiana.
With divorce as common as
it is in this country, experts say
young couples are wise to do
their marriage homework.
"Ihe thinking is. the earlier
people learn those skills, the
better off they'll be." says Dennis
I owe, psychology professor at
I'epperdine University in Malibu.
Calif., who team
teaches
a
freshman seminar called
"Developing Healthy

"The longer I
live, the more
I realize that
the hardest
thing is just
relationships.

Relationships" with

his
wife,
Emily
Scott-Lowe.
Among
other
professors
have
things, students in
moved
beyond
the Lowes' classes
theory,
making
practice
listening
the
discussion
ROBERT BRANCATELLI, — namely giving
the other person a
more personal to
PROFESSOR
chance to speak his
Students In teaching
relationship skills they can use
or her mind without interruption.
And if students are considering
outside the classroom.
long term, committed relation
Some call it Relationships 101
ships, they're asked to consider
a concept that has proven wildly
popular on campuses across the
questions such as whose lob it
country.
would be to buy a car, discipline
a child or cook dinner.
Ibscano, the Hull State senior,
Leslie Parrot, a professor at
says he and his girlfriend.
Bethanj Rlngrose, decided to
Seattle Pacific University, says
take the (lass together this term
surveys at her university and
others regularly show that
to sec if they want to take their
relationship to the next level.
relationships are a priority for
students.
It helps me understand

"They're often more focused
on relationship quality than their
careers." says Parrott, a marriage and family therapist who
teaches relationships courses
with her husband. l.es Parrott.
lecture topics include 'Tailing
in Love Without Losing Ybui
Mind" and "How to Break Up
Without Palling Apart." The latter class includes discussion on
how In end a relationship clcanh
and taking time after a breakup
to avoid a rebound relationship: Parrott says that session
regularly draws students who
aren't even enrolled in the class.
"Breaking up is a real rite of
passage for people their age
they're just dying and they have
no real guidance.' says Parrott.
who's co-authored a textbook on
relationships with her husband
Parrott says that some academics question whether classes like
these belong in a college setting
But others — from economists
to theologians — say thetcs no
reason love should be ignored.
"The longer I live, the more I
realize that the hardest thing is
just relationships,' says Robert
Brancatelli, an assistant professor of religious studies ar Santa
Clara University in California's
Silicon Valley, "It's hard enough
to figure out yourself, let alone
another person."
His course, "Ihe Theology

Michael Conroy AP Pluto

DISCUSSING RELATIONSHIPS: Mike Toscano participates in a
relationships class at Ball State University.
ol Marriage," challenges stu
dents to go beyond notions ol
romantic fantasy to ultimately
view love as "a mature sell

(apable ol offering oneself to
another person heck."
"And in doing SO, you become
more of TOUT true sell," says

Brancatelli,
Who
requires
students to spend time with mari led couples tO see what a life ol
COmmltmenl is really all about.
"I tell them to try to get invited
over for dinner." Brancatelli says.
"to see what the couples are like
alter a couple glasses of wine."

CAMPBELL HILLI Don't forget to visit www.BGNews.com
APARTMENTS
1

2 Bedroom
Townhouses

Townhouses

Deposit Special
$400

• Deposit Special
$600

3 Bedroom

PROPERTIES CO
Extra Large Bedrooms Available!

' Furnished

■ Furnished

' 1Half& 1 Full Bath

• 1Half& 1Full Bath

1

Full basement

1

1

Air conditioned

■ Air conditioned

1

Washer/Dryer
Hookup

1

www.preferredpropertiesco.com

k. A

Full basement

Make your home at;
• Piedmont
• Fox Run
.Mil,
• Mini Mall Apts.
"' • Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed

Washer/Dryer
Hookup

Starting al

Ranting for

$700/month

$1 .OOO/month

forF

*H200i!.

Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.
Bowling Green, OH

• Triplex- small pets allowed
• And other locations!

419-352-9378

UIMITED TIME OFFER
Rwit a townhouae now artel iwculw:
• New Carpet
• Microwave

tt

REE

• Free waatl~MW-/L>ryor

ntflMfcorsMi prtvttofc li

Cherrywood Health Spa
• tndoor Healed Pool
• Newly Renovated
• New Equipment
•Sauna

Greenbriar, Inc. (419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

^'

Kroger Plaza

1062 N. Main St.

No Appointment Tanning
www.TANPROUSA.com

Pffi

Lotions
25o/o off

*>*

IftfrciMlveiVR ^

Open Everyday
8 am-11 pm

Outback Plau

Unlimited
Tanning

5200 Monroe Street

843-2055
Mega
Level

3400 Glendale Ave.

382-5055

723 SIXTH 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Tenants DO
NOT have use of the garage $560 per month. Deposit
$560. Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates-May 14, 2005
- May 6, 2006.

4925 Jackman Road

Ultra
Level

475-9855
•b Timbers tone Plaza

Double Any
Package For

+m)

\T Spring Meadows PI.

Super1
Level

•,•1
iaf««a«ai»»(tati|toanmie>

f,

We have many other apartments available.
Stop in the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

10°;

7615SylvaniaAve

866-8655

710 ELM STREET 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars "
S74C per month, Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has
washer and dryer. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 -August
5, 2006

134 MANVILLE 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
Tenants have use of the garage for storage only. $820 per
month. Deposit $820 Tenants pay utilities. Lease datesMay 14. 2005 - May 6, 2006.

£ Miracle Mile Plaza

1558 Spring Meadows Dr.

629 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
S880 per month, Deposit $880. Tenants pay utilities.
Tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006

714 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars. $680 per month, Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.

V Southland Plaia

841-

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

/»♦

ton free 866-tanprol

352-9055
V

ti*

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
i

l
I

—-— >

NMttaua «m#
ICaHtpiMtal.Tfi
»gj

■m- *

&

'

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)

Hours: Monday fo Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.corn,

I
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BG SPORTS

MONDAY

MEN'S HOOPS

Wednesday
hosts Ball St, 7 p.m.
Saturday

February 14,
2005

hosts Arkansas-Little Rock
(ESPN Bracket Bustcrl, 1 p.m.

WOMEN'S HOOPS

Tuesday
hosts Central Mich., 7 p.m.
Saturday

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

at Eastern Mich., 7 p.m.

HOCKEY

Friday and Saturday
hosts Western Mich., 7:05 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

GYMNASTICS

TENNIS

Saturday and Sunday
in Milwaukee against Iowa and
Marquette respectively, noon.

GYMNASTICS

Friday

hosts SF.MO and Wise. Oshkosh,
7 p.m.

HOCKEY

Falcons fall
for seventh
time in
Columbus

BG stays No. 1 in MAC

P88
IfBL*^.***^
*<^9f

By Kevin Shields
SENIOR REPORTER

A crowd of 11,570 people (third
largest crowd at Value City Arena
tiiis season) saw Bowling Green
alumnus John Markell (Ohio
State head coach) continue his
dominance over the Falcons on
Saturday night as deja vu was the
only way of describing the series
between the two in-state rivals.
Much like their past meetings with Markell's Buckeyes, the
OSU special team's play and their
physicality proved to be too much
for the Falcons to overcome.
Two Ohio State power-play
goals early in the game, much
like the night before, helped the
Buckeyes to a 3-0 lead at the
midway point of the game. The
Falcons would make a comeback
once again though with strong
goaltending from Jordan Sigalet.
who made 35 saves on the
night, but came up short as the
Buckeyes completed their fourth
consecutive series sweep of their
in-state rivals by the same scote
as the previous night, 3-2.
"Ultimately, I felt their special teams was the difference on
the weekend," head coach Scott
Paluch said, whose team went 115 on the power- play while giving
up four power-play goals on 14
opportunities for the Buckeyes
in the two games. "The game
tonight was very similar to last
night and you can't come in here
and expect to fall behind by three
goals and think that's the best
way to earn points here."
For the Falcons, it was their seventh straight game in Columbus
where they came away with
no points, as they fell to 13-114 on the season with a Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
record of 10-9-3. The Buckeyes
moved to 22-7-3 with a CCHA
record of 19-4-1.
Kyle Hood and Matt Beaudoin
both ended the weekend with
three points to lead the Buckeyes
who, outshot the Falcons 38-to28 on the night and 74-to-60 on
the weekend.
It was a goal by Hood at 5:02
of the second period on the
Buckeye's third power-play of
the game that gave OSU a 3-0
lead and decided the game. His
laser from the top of the slot beat
Sigalet for his third point of the
series as he had two assists the
previous night.
BG wasn't as effective with
their power-play as they could
only muster one extra-man goal
though they had eight chances
and three 5-on-3 opportunities.
"The only momentum buster
we had tonight was penalties,"
Markell said, "Our coaches did
a good job of pre-scouting and
setting up the kill and the guys
executed it well."
Executing well is exactly the
way you could describe the Ohio
State power-play as a power-play
goal just 2:46 into the game gave
OSU an early 1-0 lead. It was a
goal that was scored by Beaudoin
as nis shot from the left side of
the crease found the net on a
nice pass across from Andrew
Schembri on the right.
The Buckeyes would improve
that lead to 2-0 at 14:37 mark of
HOCKEY, PAGE 8
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GOING UP STRONG: Bowling
Green senior Kelly Kapterer takes
a shot from the low post last year
in the MAC Tournament at Gund
Arena in Cleveland. OH. Kapferer
scored nine points of the bench
and big plays throughout the game
led the Falcons to a 61-52 victory.

Falcons beat the
Akron Zips 61-52
despite failing to
hit a single threepointer
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

Sometimes, it isn't how you
win the game; it's just the fact
that you won it in the end.
That is how the Bowling
Green (16-6, 9-2) women's
basketball team is looking
at it after dismantling cellar
dwelling Akron (3-20, 2-9) at
Rhodes Arena Saturday.
The Falcons won the game
61-52, but it wasn't their most
impressive win of the season,
not by a long shot.
"We'll take an ugly road
win," BG head coach Curt
Miller said. "The seedings
wont remember if it was ugly
or pretty at the end of the
year."
The Falcons struggled from
the Start as leading scorer Liz
llonegger made her way to
the bench early in foul trouble. Honegger's presence in
the post was missed in the
first half as she played just
seven minutes while being
held scoreless in the game's

was able to slowly pull away
first 20 minutes
That's where center Kelly from the Zips and collect the
Kapferer came in. The fifth year win
The Falcons will keep the best
senior scored nine points in the
first half to go with three lx>ards record in the MAC with the win
but they lost another record at
and a pair til blinks.
"We stniggled to get the ball the same time.
BG shot 0-13 from
inside early.' Miller
the three-point line
said. "Kelly Kapferer
"Kelly
and failed to hit a
kept us on the posiKapferer
three-pointer for
tive in the first half.
Without the effort
kept us on the first time in 193
games.
of Kelly Kapferer I
the positive
"They defend
don't know where
the arch really well
we uould'vc been."
in the
and nothing has
Kapferer kept the
first half.
changed with that,''
Falcons on die posiMiller said.
tive, but just barely
Without
Even with the
as a pesky Akron
the
effort
of
strong
defense
team found themselves trailing by a Kelly Kaferer around the perimescore ol just 29-27
ter, it was a surprise
heading into the I don't know for BG not to hit at
least one three.
locker room.
where we
"We told the kids
The start waa
would've
they were defendsomething Miller
ing but we were gethad stressed to his
been."
team to avoid this
ting open looks and
you've got to make
pasi week in pracCURT MILLER,
the open looks,"
tice
HEAD COACH
Miller said. "If you
\\e warned the
go back and watch
kids all week how
dangerous this team is," Miller the film you'll see some of the
said, "and not to overlook a very looks Carin |Horne| and Liz
talented and hard nosed Akron had. With how well they shoot
team whose record doesn't in games and practice you'd be
hard pressed not to believe one
reflect how good they are."
But IK,.led In 15 second half of those would go down. But
points from forward Ali Mann, we Vi ere able to survive that."

BGwins
with biggest
margin of
victory yet
By Jessica Ameling
SPORTS REPORTER

TheBowlingGreenwomen'sgymnastics team didn't necessarily
have to bring their "A" game this
weekend, but they won anyway.
The Falcons pounded Western
Michigan 193.625-191.800, their
biggest margin of victor)' this season.
With this win, the team finishes out their MAC season at an
even 3-3. Their overall record is
now 3-4.
Western, plagued by major
mistakes on every apparatus, falls
to 4-7 (2-4 MAC).
The three seniors had stellar
performances on their senior
night. Breanne Metzger won the
all-around tide with a 38.450,
the second highest score of her
career.
"I could not pick a better night,
it makes me cry every time,"
Metzger said. "This is definitely
the best team I've ever been on."
Senior Kristin DiPietro placed
third in the all-around, but the
higlilight of her night was a tie for
first place on the floor routine.
Always a crowd favorite with her
disco-mix music, she was also a
judge favorite as they awarded
GYMNASTICS, PAGE 8

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Almanson reaches 1,000 point milestone
Golden Flashes
are no match for
BG. The final
score was 77-73.
By Adam Hritzak
SPORTS REPORTER

losh Almanson scored 23
points to lead the men's basketball team to a 77-73 win
over Kent State and entered
his name among the BG greats
as he surpassed 1.000 points
for his career.
"People had told me 1
was getting close, but you
don't think about that," said
Almanson of the milestone,
which he reached on a put
back with 4:32 left in the game.
"John (Reimoldl got it earlier
and we won a game on the
road. I get it later and we win a
game on the road. 1 don't think
it means as much if you don't
win the game."
Winning the game for BG
(14-7, 8-5 in conference) was
what Almanson did. After
Kevin Warzynski, who scored
all of his team-high 23 points
in the second half, hit a three
to put the Golden Flashes
(16-8, 8-5) up 59-58 with
7:42 remaining. Almanson
responded by making a pair of
free throws to put the Falcons
ahead. He scored 10 points
down the stretch and the
Falcons never trailed again.
"They were guarding John
[Reimold] pretty tight and
they weren't leaving him," said
Almanson, who also grabbed
nine rebounds. "He was setting screens and it allowed me
to get a look at the basket and
we were able to play out of it."
Falcons head coach Dan
Dakich was impressed with
his team's ability to not give
up in a game that featured
five lead changes and several
key runs.
"I thought our team couldVe
folded up three different times

and we didn't. I thought we
played really hard. Through
the entire basketball game we
kept our wits about us, kept
our poise and it was a good
win lor us," Dakich said.
Reimold scored 19 points
and Steven Wright added 15
points and a game-high seven
assists.
The Falcons led by as many
as 13 points in the first half,
only to see that lead trimmed
to eight at 35-27 at halftime.
Jason Edwin scored 10 points
during Kent's 12-4 run to close
the gap and finished with 16
points.
Warzynksi nearly singlehandedly brought the Golden
Flashes hack with his huge
second half performance. He
hit all three of his three-point
attempts and went 10 of 11
from the foul line. Scott Cutley
was also key in the second
half, scoring all lOofhis points
after the break and connecting on 6 of 7 second half free
throw attempts
Dakich enjoyed seeing Almanson, who is from
Bowling Green, get 1,000
career points and felt it was
always something he would
da
"A couple of years ago 1 told
him, 'Would you quit worrying about scoring, you're
going to score 1,000 points in
your career,' and 1 am really
proud that he did because
he's overcome a lot of things,"
Dakich said. "He hasn't been
healthy until this year. He
wasn't healthy last year and
obviously the year before, and
he's just really been such a
great kid and such a great rolemodel to kids from Bowling
Green, in Bowling Green and
everywhere else,"
The Falcons return to action
Wednesday as they host Ball
State (12-9, 7-6), who lost at
Buffalo 67-58 on Saturday. The
game is scheduled to start at
7 p.m.

Slevtn Siriw BGNe*s

SHOOTING FOR THE STARS: Bowling Green senior Josh Almanson attempts a shot over an Akron defender on
February 3,2005. Almanson scored 23 points in a 77-73 win over Kent State this past weekend. Almanson also
scored his 1,000th point in the game becoming the 34th player in school history to reach the milestone.
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Broken glass recharges
BG, but not enough to win
before Matsumoto scored while
lying on his back at 17:03 mark
to bring the score to 3-1,
lames Unger would add the
last goal for the Falcons on the
night as his shot beat Caruso as
he skated in on a 3-on-2 rush
with Brett Pilkington and Derek
Whitmore getting assists at 14:25
of the third period, but Caruso
would shut the door on another
Unger chance late in the game
to make 30 saves on the night.
A stretch during the second
period of the game saw two
glass panes have to be replaced
and gave the Falcons some time
to regroup which really became
a turning point.
"1 thought we played a
decent game until the glass
starred breaking all over the
place." Markell said. "For some
reason, we lost momentum and
it seemed to charge them."
Charge diem is what it did,
as BG trailing 3-1 at the rime
started to get more jump and
had a good chance in the last
minute of the second period
miss Matsumoto's stick and
go off his skate into the net.
disallowing the goal.
The Falcons will try to
recover from die two losses this
weekend when they host
Western Michigan for a
two-game CCHA series.

HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 7

the first as [ysonStnchantDoka
Hi i turnover In the neutral zone
and skated In beating Sigalet's
outstretched right leg on a
back-hand shot
AlexFostei would finaUy break
the Falcon scoring drought as he
doped in a shot by Jonathan
Matsumoto from the right point
,ii 1257, then al the 8:27 mark
HI die final period. Matsumoto
found the net far the 13th time
mis season when he put in a
rebound from Mike Talk on
! K Is lone power-play goal of the
weekend.

Mike Nesdill recorded an
assist on the Matsumoto goal
for his first collegiate point in
i inly his fourth career game.
BG

would

have

numer-

hances down die stretch,
including a good 6-on-5 chance
with 18.5 seconds left when the
I alcons had a good chance in

front, but OSUs Dave Caruso
came up hig for the Buckeyes
making 26 saves on the night

Sigalet made hig saves for li(l
to keep them in the game and
had a hig slop of OSUs Dan
Knapp on an OSU power-play
with about five minutes left.
"Both goalies again were
terrific tonight," Paluch said.
"Jordan gave us a tremendous
opportunity at the end to get
a point"

JORDAN SIGALET
SENIOR GOALIE

Sigalet also finished the
game strong the night before
as he made 33 saves to again
give his team a chance in the
opening game of the series.
I hough much like the game
Saturday, OSU came out to
score the first three goals of the
game as their special teams
dominated the early play
A 2-for-2 start on the
power-play gave them their first
two goals as Bryce Anderson
scored just 1:44 in and Beaudoin
followed at 8:40.
Beaudoin would score again
on an even-strength goal at
10:58 of the second period

North Carolina comes from
behind to beat Connecticut
By Jim O'Connell
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Rashad McCains and Raymond
Fetton had big second halves
yesterday to help No. 2 North
Carolina bounce back from a
lough loss with a 77-70 win over
No. 19 Connecticut.
McCants had 11 of his 15
points in the second half for
North Carolina, while Felton

had 14 of his 16 points and
seven of his 10 assists in the final
20 minutes,
The performances by the
junior stars enabled the Tar
1 leels (20-3) to leave the court at
the I lartfonl Civic Center widi
smiles on dieir faces instead of
the stunned looks they wore
following the last-play breakdown in a 71-70 loss at No. 7

Duke on Wednesday night.
Marcus Williams had a
career-high 18 points for the
Huskies (15-6), who had won
three straight and four of five.
Connecticut led 34-31 after a
first half that was played at the
pace the Huskies were looking
for. The second half was more

Falcons win top four spots
GYMNASTICS, FROM PAGE 7

her a 9.900, the highest score of
her career on any event.
Not to be outdone, bar specialist Kari Elste claimed a first place
of her own on the uneven bars.
Her 9.800 ties her season-high.
The Falcons started the meet
out strong on the vault, led by
freshman Jacquelyn Bernhardt's
9.750 which placed her second.
Junior Jessica Guyer also helped
out the cause with a 9.675, good
enough for fourth.
After the first rotation BG
already had a 48.150-46.700
advantage.
The Falcons were dominant
on the uneven bars, earning the
top four spots. Junior Jessica
Bradley tied Elste for first with
a 9.800. Freshman Jessica Ewart
followed with a 9.750 and third
place. Sophomore SakuraTomita
placed fourth with a 9.675. her
season-high.
Guyer led the Falcon's campaign on the balance beam,
claiming the title with a 9.825
which ties her career-high.
Metzgcr and Ewart tied for fourth
with a 9.700.
The brown and orange went
into the last rotation with a commanding 144.800-142.900 lead.
DiPietro and Guyer tied for the
title with a 9.900.
Despite her success on the
vault and balance beam, Guyer
said the floor is definitely her
favorite event.
"You can put your own personality into it, and you get the crowd
into it It's just one of the most
exciting events," she explained.
Following the example of the
seniors, the younger members
of the team have been putting up big performances as of
late. Freshman Jessica Ewart
has scored at least a 9.700 on

MEXICO

BG Me»s File Photo

STEADY: BG senior Breanne Metzger works on the balance beam in this file
photo. Metzger won the all-around with a score of 38.450 this weekend.
the bars and beam the last two
home meets. Fellow freshman
lacquelyn Bernhardt's 9.750 on
the vault beat her previous high
score by 0.2.
"We're starting to come together pretty good," head coach Dan
Connelly said. "All of our younger
people now have a lot of experience and it's really helping a lot."
Finishing out their MAC season with a win gives the team a
confidence boost for die rest of
the season.

"Especially since we won by so
much, it gives us a lot of confidence,'' Ewart said.
"We're getting stronger as we
go As the season goes on we're
building on every meet and so
it's definitely raising our confidence," Guyer added.
The team will now move from
dual meets to three-way meets.
Friday they will host their final
meet against Southeast Missouri
State and Wisconsin Oshkosh at
7 p.m. in Eppler Center.

Cavaliers hold down Lakers
with a 103-89 victory
By Tom Withers
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I.eBron James and Zydrunas
llgauskas made sure Kobe
Bryant's biggest impact was
improving TV ratings.
James scored 21 of his 25 points
in the second half, and llgauskas
added 30 points to spoil Bryant's

return to the Los Angeles lineup,
leading the Cleveland Cavaliers
to a 103-89 victory over the I akers
yesterday.
lames added nine assists ami
eight rebounds for the Cavs. who
avenged a Ian. 13 loss in los
Angeles when the Lakers won
despite losing Bryant early in the

first half because of a severely
sprained right ankle.
Bryant, who until a few days
ago wasn't expected to be back
until after the All-Star break,
finished with 26 points on 7-of22 shooting in 41 minutes of the
nationally televised matchup.
CAVS, PAGE 9

Tropical Getaways!
NEWIWE
Rentals
Vacation Packages Include:
•Air from Toledo!
•Hotel!
•Transfers!
And more!

PUERTO PLATA Ike best allindusht
value in the Caribbean!
0 Poradise Beach Resort & Cosino
Beadrfronf resort ful ol non-stop cxrivtTy!

3nts<3> from s479"

0 Ocotol Bench Resort
intimate reson with RftOI Gold Pofcn dive shop!

KIVIcKA MAYA Relax and unwind on miles
and miles of brilliant leaches!

3*®homSS99'

ARUBA
Pristine beaches, danling casinos & Dutch charm!
'': The Mill Resort & Suites
/ms from 739"
the perfect choke lor on enjoyable and roefree vocation!

• 131 Clay St. #A-0: Unfurnished
upper and lower apts. Resident
pays elec. *A $420, KB $340, #D
|345/mo. #B Rented.
• 222 S. College #1 & #2: One bdrm
furnished ($15 per mo.) or
unfurnished apts. Close to campus.
Off-street parking. $395/mo. for
a 12 mo. lease. $495/ for a 9 mo.
lease. Resident pays $20/mo.
for unlimited gas heat, water and
sewer. Resident pays elec.

7* from 759'

P UNTA (ANA Amazing beaches, soaring

-:£:-Xpu-HaPalate
3nisffifroms899'
luxury resort with o beouliful beach and ecological pork'

C.ANCUN Jhe world's #1 beach destination lor
non-stoplun in the sun!
0 le Metidien Resort & Spa
7nh from MOW
Where MericoB l«iU«il( owl (uropeon (horn combine!

• 330 1/2 N. Church St.: Unfurnished
upper duplex. $365/mo. + util.
• 125 Clay St. #D: Unfurnished apt.
$36C7mo. Resident pays elec.

COSTA RICA Great beaches, bubbling hot
springs, active volcanoes & exciting adventures!

palms, casinos & Merengue!
0Borcel6BrjvaioPalace
luxury beixMionr resort #iih golf I (osnol

I*

*'

• 228 S. College #A-i: One bdrm
furnished ($15 per mo.)
or unfurnished apts. Off-street
parking. $395/mo. for a 12 mo.
lease, $495/mq. for a 9 mo. lease.
Resident pays $20/mo. for
unlimited gas heat, water and
sewer. Resident pays elec.
#G Rented.
• 234 1/2 S. College #UP: Ore bdrm
unfurnished upper, back apt.
Off-street parking. $395/mo. for
a 12 mo. lease, $495/mo. tor a 9
mo. lease. Resident pays util.
• 318 Conneaut #C: Unfurnished apt.
in a house. $375/mo. plus elec.

Cozumel, Nassau & Orlando
Packages Also Available

• 320 Elm St. #A-D: Spacious apts.
completely furnished. Off-street
parking. Resident pays elec. $385/
mo. for a 12 mo. lease. $485/mo.
for a 9 mo. lease. #B Rented.

• 114S. Main St. #5, 7, 9: Apts.
located downtown above Wizard
Graphics. Laundry facilities.
Resident pays elec. t»5 - $380/mo.
for a 12 mo. lease, $480/mo. for a
9 mo. lease. #7, 9 - $335/mo. for
a 12 mo. lease, $435/mo. for a
9 mo. lease.
• 117 N. Main St. #1-10: Unfurnished
apts. located downtown. Laundry
facilities. Resident pays util.
Dishwasher. |365/mo. for a 12
mo. lease, $465/mo. for a 9 mo.
lease. #2. 6. 10 Rented.
i 208 E. Merry #B: Lg. unfurnished
upper duplex. $340/mo. plus util.
• 111 1/2 Oak: Lg. unfurnished lower
duplex. Non-smoking living
establishment. Resident pays util.
$425/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

i 224 1/2 Troup: Unfurnished upper
duplex. Off-street parking.
Residents pay util. $3657mo.
128 W. Wooster St. #E: Unfurnished
apt. Resident pays elec./heat.
$310/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
$410/mo. lor a 9 mo. lease.

• 920 Wooster #Lower: Furnished
lower apt. Decorative fireplace,
ofl-street parking, on-site laundry.
All free util. $395/mo.

FLY TOLEDO EXPRESS AIRPORT
TraniMaridian Airlinvi

Cast. Comfort. Convenience. > This is the way to JO.

•Advt-rUH'd priou avuilublc for booking* made electronically through your travel agent or on
ww.incationtxpreti.com; prues higher ifbooked through Vacation Exprtst call center Pa.-kage prices are
per person bated on double occupancy. Sean at advertised pruts are offered on selected departures only m
March, may not be available on every flight and are valid for new bookings only; not valid for group bookin Hights operated by TraruMeridian Airlines Prices do not include September I Ith Security fee and other
prepaid U.S and foreign taxes and fees up to $108.10 per person. (x>tta Rica departure tax ($26) and
Dominican Republic tourisl card ($10) must bt paid to local authorities. All ■ inclusive featu-vs vary and are
rimif notice. See web site for hotel rating explanation. Prices 515 higher for bookings
within 15 days of departure requiring original (not faxed) travel documents Sot responsible for errors or
(. Mutt book by 02/17/05. See Participant Agreement for details.

for rturvitiom oil 1-800-309-^.717 ot book onlint it www.ncitiontxprtH.com

i.

.stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620
332 S. Main
Bowling Green
www.newloverentals.com
newloveinfotonewloverentals.com

*
*

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Bryant's return not Mickelson wins in Pebble
enough for Lakers Beach despite bogey setbacks

CAVS.FR0MPAGE8

Bryan! hadn't played since
rolling his right ankle after stepping on (lie foot of Cavaliers forward Ira Newhle last month. On
Saturday. Bryant practiced at full
speed and after wanning up —
he didn't try any drives — for 20
minutes before Sunday's game.
the NBAs second-leading scorer
announced he was going to play.
"Being away for a while gives
you more love for the game." he
said. "It feels great to l>e hack."
With the Gund Anna crowd
IKpoing him from the moment he
touched the ball, Bryant missed
his first shot, a 15-foot bank Irnni
the left side. He scored his first
points on a reverse dunk, and
looked to be himself On a Ira
vintage, twisting attacks on the
basket.
The lakers, though, had no
answer inside for the 7-foot-3
Ugauskas, the lavs' other AllSiar who went ll-of-13 from the
floor and added 11 rebounds, left"
Mclnnis had 11 points and nine
rebounds and Drew Gooden had
12 points, 10 rebounds and four
blocks as the CftVS Improved to
19-5 at home.
LamarOdomhad !9pointsand
nine rebonnils for los Angeles,
which went B-H without Bryant
lames, who didn't attempt
a lire throw and had just one
rebound in the first halt had only
six points ami Cleveland was
leading65-59 in the third quartet
when the 20-year-old star took
control.
He scored 13 of bis teams next

17 points and assisted on the
other two baskets as the (Cavaliers
opened an 82-72 lead with 9:50
remaining.
Chris Mihm scored live straight
pointsforliisAngelesandChiicky
Atkins hit a 3-pointer to cap an 80 run that pulled the lakers to
87-82 with 4:52 to play.
But Ugauskas tipped in a
rebound and Mclnnis fed lames
ten a sensational alley-oop layup
to make it 95-86 with 2:44 left.
Alter Bryant missed a 3-pointer
with 1:55 remaining, Ugauskas
drained a pair of jumpers in the
final minute to close it out.
Bryant played 20 minutes in
the first half and nutscored lames
14-4 on (i-of-12 shooting.
Notes; Minnesota's firing

Saturday of coach Hip Saundera,
who was replaced by CM Kevin
Mcllale, took many off guard
Not Lakers interim coach Frank
Hamblen.
Nothing surprises me in this league. I'm on a
game-by-game contract," joked
Hamblen, 1-5 since replacing
Rudy Toiniannvich. "I can see
lakers CM) Mitch Kupchak
coining down — maybe as eariy
.is luesday. And, I think he would
do a good job," ... Newhle sat
out with a nagging Achilles' injur) and will like!) not play again
until alter the All-Star break. ...
\lw.i\s in the middle oi controversy Dodgers outfielder Milton
Bradley wore a Bryant No. 8 jersey and at one point taunted the
Cleveland crowd from his seat.
,., lo make room for Bryant the
Lakers placed rookie guard Tony
Bobbin on the injured list.

Tar Heels lead
nation in scoring
TAR HEELS, FROM PAGE 8

to the liking II! die I.ii Heels, who
lead the nation in Scoring at 91.2

points per game
leltonhita;ipiiinii'iwith 12:10
Ictt to break the game's final tie
and give North (.itolina a 51-48
lead That started a 16-6 run that
was capped with McCants' only
3 of the game that made it 64-54
With 734 logo.
Mil ants started the game In
missing seven (it his first nine
shots, hut the i capped a run
where he made four ol six shots
from the field and scored nine
points In as mam minutes.
When Connecticut closed
within 67-63 on a driving basket
by Williams. Met ants was the
kej to the l,u Heels' 8-0 run —
although he had only two points
during the spun.
He came up with an offensive

By Doufi Fergusan
IHE

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

Phil Mickelson took all the
thrills out of Pebble Beach, and
that was just fine by him.
Despite back-to-back bogeys
that gave the final round yesterday about five minutes of
intrigue, Mickelson won for the
second straight week by closing
with a 1-over 73 to become the
first wire-to-wire winner in the
68-year history of the Pebble
Beach National Pro-Am.
The only thing he didn't do
on a cold, damp day along the
Pacific was set the tournament
scoring record. Mickelson finished at 19-under 269, missing
by one shot the record set seven
years ago by Mark O'Meara.
Still, it was the first time in his
career he bad won in consecutive weeks. F.ven more alarming is the margin of victory,
especially for a guy who usually
keeps ii entertaining to the very
end.
I le won by five shots last week
in Phoenix. He wound up winning Pebble by four shots over
M ike Weir. Going into this year,
Mickelson had won bis previous eight PGA Tour events by a
combined nine shots, three of
those in playoffs.
"It's been fun," Mickelson
said. "I've been playing well the
last couple of weeks. I'm excited
to get the year started with a
couple of wins."
The margin might have
been even wider except that
Mickelson missed six birdie
putts inside 18 feet over the
final seven holes.
Weir posted the best round of
a difficult dav at Pebble with a

5-under 67, including a 3-wood
into 6 feet for the only birdie on
No. 9 that kept his hopes alive.
After another birdie on the 11th,
Weir looked exasperated as six
straight putts burned the edge
of the cup, and his eagle chip on
the 18th just turned away.
"I played one of the better
rounds I've ever played," Weir
said. "It could have been a really
special round if a few things
could have dropped for me."
Mickelson won for the 25th
time on the PGA Tour. His
$954,000 check pushed him
over $2 million for the year
and put him atop the money
list. He will take the Nissan
Open off next week, then head
to La Costa for the Match Play
Championship.
"Obviously, he's doing something right," Weir said.
Greg Owen of England, a PGA
Tour rookie playing in the final
group with Mickelson, birdied
the last hole for a 72 and finished third to earn $360,000.
Paul Goydos and Tim (-lark
each shot 71 to finish another
shot back. For Goydos. it was his
highest finish in six years.
Only 14 players managed
to break par at Pebble Beach,
where sunny conditions gave
way to a light rain that blew
sideways and put some of the
teeth back into the venerable
cliffside course. Weir was the
only player in the 60s.
Mickelson had a seven-shot
lead at the start of his round,
and his plan was to play it
smart without being defensive.
But it was clear from the start
he wanted to stick to his routine by attacking flags when

Ridge Manor Apartments
2 Bedroom Townhouses

rebound on the missed front end
ol a l-and-1 by Marvin Williams
and fed it back to him for a
basket Ihen he made a pass to
Williams on the wing and the
freshman hit a jumper as the shot
i lock expired that made it 73-63
with 1:48 left
law.ul Williams had 17 points
for Ninth Carolina, which leads
the series 5-1, while Sean May
had Hi points and Kl rebounds.
lush Boone had 16 points, 11
rebounds and lour blocks tm
the Huskies, who played without
leading scorer Kashad Anderson.
The junior swingman is hospitalized as be recovers from an infection in his leg I le is averaging
13.8 points per game and leads
the Huskies with 43 :i pointers.
This is North Carolina's first
20-win season since 2000-01 and
the 47th in 95 seasons for the

1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
• 1 Full Bath
• 2 Story Townhouses
• Furnished
2 PERSON SPECIAL

Starting at $570/ mo
+ gas and electric
GREENBRIAR, INC.
>445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
n n w.greenbriarrentals.com

he could.
Ignoring the fat of the green
at No. 1. Mickelson bit a low
draw that just cleared the bunker and stopped IS feet away
on the short side of the pin. The
birdie putt lipped out, and he
missed a 5-footer on the par-5
second.
When he hit sand wedge
into 4 feet for birdie at No. 4,
Mickelson was at 21 under and
had a nine-shot lead.
Weir tried to keep it interesting.
After birdies on three of his
first four holes — the other
was a bogey on No. 3, when he
missed the green left — Weir
picked up ground on the toughest stretch at Pebble Beach.
First came a nifty chip from
left of the eighth green to save
par. Then, Weir hit a 3-wood
that just cleared the front bunker and stopped 6 feet away
from the only birdies on the
430-yard ninth. After saving par
with another great pitch on No.
10, Weir stuffed his approach 10
feel behind the hole at No. 11 to
get (o 14 under.
Mickelson. who had made
only four bogeys in his last
six rounds, slowly came back
1 irst came a tee shot over the
cliff at the par-5 sixth, leading to bogey. Then be pulled

his approach on the ninth for
another bogey, and a tee shot
into the left rough on No. 10
cost him another shot.
Then came the putt on No.
11, and the slight clench of his
teeth showed bow important it
was. Mickelson's lead was back
to five shots, and Weir started
grazing the edge of the cup.
Lefty missed birdie putts of
6.4 and 8 feet on the next three
holes, but it didn't matter.
Weir ran out of holes, and for
the second time in two weeks,
Mickelson was saluted by an
adoring crowd as he walked up
the final few fairways, and his
daughters raced onto the green
for a big group hug when il was
over.
Divots: Joel Kribel and Barry
McCollam won the pro-am
portion of the tournament
at 35 under par. Former U.S.
Open champion Scott Simpson
and his longtime partner,
Bill Murray, finished fourth.
... Mickelson played so well
the first three rounds that he
would have made the cut in
the pro-am on his own hall. ...
Mickelson is now tied for 21st
on the all-time victory list with
Tommy Armour, Johnny Miller
and Vijay Singh. Miller also
won his 2511) victory at Pebble
Beach in 1994.
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Bedroom

Bedroom

Townhouses

Apartments

• Carports
• 1 BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities
• IN THE 2 BDRM:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

1

Carports
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
■ 2 Baths
■ Full Basement
' Can have up to
6 People

Checkout our website at:
WWW.MECCABG.COM or

CULL 353-5800 Today!

Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

1 "■

JT f

I feels,

And Still I (Rise

r

A celebratory meal inspired by
Maya Angelou
Commons Dining

Tuesday, February 15th
11am - 2pm & 4:30pm - 7:30pm

"Everything You Always Wonted to
Know About the Opposite Sex"

f

February 15th, 2005
OlscamplOl

y
y

f

7:00PM

Free Admission!

Featuring:
Momma's Beef Stew
TowCCommunication Fried Chicken,
Country Catfish, Macaroni & Cheese,
Collard Greens
Sweet Southern Memories Pork Sausage,
Whipped Potatoes with Country Gravy,
Fried Apples, Biscuits, Corn Bread
Young-Man-Catching Lemon Meringue Pie
'Writer's <2/bc£Eclairs

t

We'll be giving away one of Maya Angelou's books at each meal: Lunch & Dinner

You could win a romantic dinner for
two to be raffled off by UAO!

BGSU

¥

DINING SERVICES

COMMONS
\_^i >..,...g < .■.«.•.

10

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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The Kama Sutra is

believed to be the
oldest sex manual in
existence. Generally
considered the
standard work on
love in Sanskrit

literature, the
book is thought to
have been written

around 300 A.D.

Services Offered

Help Wanted

Pregnant' Confidential, tree & professional testing BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673

Now accepting applications Apply
at Studt Union Thurs. 2/17 10am11 30am. Waffle House, flex hrs

Personals

For Sale

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
& a Mug (pop) Special $6 00
Keep the mug 25 cent refills (pop)
for the lite of your mug.Dine-in or
pick up only.

2000 Kawasaki, 750. ZR-7. blue,
low miles, ex. cond Rock steady
dependable, good lor road trips
Ventura luggage system available
Prestorage for remainder ol winter
Asking
$2995
419-666-8281
after 5pm

SOD

International Travel Grants Available Internat'Onal Travel Grant Applications for Fall 2005, Spring 2006
and/ or the 2005-2006 academic
year are available m the Center lor
International Programs. McDonald
North. Suite 61 or on-line at
iucationabroad.bgsu.edu.
The deadline is March 1st. Call 20479 with questions
Senior Psychology Majors
Interested in a career in business?
Check out the BGSU Master ol Organization Development program,
which is currently accepting applications lor the class of 2006 Classes
start in the (all. tat

Help Wanted

Cupid, a symbol of
Valentines Pay. became
assoeiated with it
because he was the son
of Venus, the Roman
god of love and beauty.
Cupid often appears on
Valentines cards
holding a bow and
arrows beeause he is
believed to use
magical arrows to
inspire feelings of love.

Classified Ads

372-6977

1

BARTENDING S300'day potential
Noexp necessary Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
S600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's lime PLUS
our free (yes. free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS S1.000-2.000 in
earnings lor your group. Call TODAY for a S600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser Contact
CampusFundraiser (888)-923-3238
or visit camBuslunflraistji com
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS- Chil
dren's sleep-away camp, NE PA
(6/18-8/14/05) II you love children &
want a caring, tun environment we
need Dneclors 8 Instructors for
Tennis. Swimming (W S I. preferred), Goll, Gymnastics. Cheerleadmg. Drama. High & Low Ropes.
Team Sports. Waterskung. Sailing.
Painting/Drawing. Ceramics. Silkscreen, Prmtmaking. Batik. Jewelry.
CallKjraphy. Photography, Sculpture. Guitar, Aerobics. Self-Defense.
Video. Piano. Other staff Administrative/ Driver (2U), Nurses (RN's &
Nursing Students). Bookkeeper.
Mothers' Helper. On Campus Interviews March 24th. Call 1-800-2793019 or apply on-line at
www.campwaynegirls.com
College Students
S12 25 base/appt. cust sales/svc.
make own schedule, earn S for
spring break now. All ages 18*.
Conditions exist 419-861-6134.
Delivery & prep personnel.
Lunches & dinner.
DiBenedetto's 1432 E. Wooster St
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Camp Cedar is coming to
the BGSU Summer Job Fair on
March 16th. Please stop by our table and check us out' 888-844-8080
or campcedarjobs@aol.com

Travel
9 Break Vacations! Cancun.
Jamaica Acapulco Bahamas.
Florida Best Prices' Book Now!"
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise 5
Days S2991 Ircludes Meals. Parties
With Celeoriiies As Seen On Real
World. Road Rules. Bachelor1
Award Winning Company!
SprmgBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
.MS with STS. America s «i Student Tour Operator. Hiring campu , reps Call tor group discounts Ir'o/Reservalions 1-800-648
4849. wAW.slsiravei.com.
Spring Break Specials! Panama Cily
& Daylona 7 Nights, 6 Free Parties
S159! Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Nassau S499 Including Air' Bahamas Cruise $299' SpringBreakTravaOO S78-6386

/^yy Dinner/?

SPORTS! FUN! OUTDOORS!
KIDS! MONEY! Maine camp needs
lun loving counselors to teach
Land/water spons. Great summer!
Call (888) 844-8080. apply:
www.campcedar.com
Wait stall, host/hostesses Full or
part-lime, flexible hrs., excellent
pay. Apply within. Gourmet of
China.
126
Chesterfield
Ln.
Maumee. Across from Meijer.
419-893-9465
Want people willing to learn & work
on wood floors including gym floors
Starting when school is out lor the
summer until the middle of Aug
Work consists ol operating equip, including floor buffers & floor sanding
machines Also measuring, laying
out & painting game lines & art work
S applying gym lloor linish. We will
thoroughly train you in all phases of
the work. Job pays S8/ hr. You can
expect between 40-50 hrs / wk.
Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual & reliable & willing to
accept responsibility. Please contact
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or lox
resume to 419-385-6483.

The Daily Crossword
Fix HA (OR
brought to you by UHW/I 1
1 Make dirty
2 Fashion designer
Chanel
3 Black Sea arm
4 Turncoats
5 Writer du Maurier
6 Comic Boosler
7 Like the banks ol Loch
Lomond
8 Fare-_-well
9 "The Catcher in the
Rye" author
10 Relative ol should
11 Partof U.A.R.
12 Hawaiian port
13 Manipulator
21 Oklahoma city
22 Moo . gai pan
?5 Yard and garage
events
26 Potential oak
27 Alternative beau
28 Eco-unit
29 Leveling tool
30 Boring tool
31 Lascivious looks
33 Docs' org.

For Rent

ACROSS
{NEW) Buckeye Studios (NEW)
Student Housing Available lor 2005
Monthly, Semester & Year Long
Leases. Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities & 25" TV Call 419-352-1520
'"No Unrelated Tenant Rule Here
Lg house & apts renting now. 926.
Max 8 stud allow 916 3rd St & 303
Merry Max 8 stud. 309 Merry
includ.all ulil Max 6 stud. 146 S
College & 315 Merry up & dn Max 5
* 724 4th St 4 bdrm, A/C. Smaller 1
& 2 bdrm. houses & apts avail
Listing avail. 24/7 316 E. Merry #3
or call 419-3530325 9am-9pm
•Roomie 2 bdrm.. 2 bath apt. near
campus. No pets. Avail now
through Aug. 419-806-1140.
1 bedroom duplex
849 Sixth SI-$325/mo.
August 2005 Lease, 419-352-9392

1
b
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
25
28
29
32
33
34
35
39
40
41

42
43
44
46
47
48
55
56
57
58

Flesh mark
lOUs
Pearl Harbor's island
Seep
Hawaiian hello
"OB VII" author
PC symbol
Jury
Nor'easter
1940 Jack Benny movie
Hemp for sacks
on your life!
Name on i
Prima donna's problem
Pen p
Etching fluids
Imitate
Melancholy
1955 hit by Frank Sinatra
Periods
Spacewalk. to NASA
Baseball's Doubleday

60
61
62
63

L. Michaels' show
Loony
Bob Marley's band
Little yelp
Cheap jewelry
1979 George Hamilton movie
Proper companion?
Peace goddess
Early garden
Contnbuted
on (mollycoddles)
Direct
Greenspan or King
Zounds1
Highland hats

34 Fundamentalist
region
36 Counterpart of sprtng
37 Movie on a PC
38 I Can't Make You
Love Me" singer
Bonnie
43 Mama I
44 Alerted
45 Value
46 Oman neighbor
47 Pitiful piece of art?
48 Org. of Webb and
Sorenstam
49 Evangelist Roberts
50 ' . Zapata!"
51 Aquatic croaker
52 Brainstorm
53 Yoked group
54 Ceases
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1 house. 3 bdrms. Avail. Aug15.1-2
bdrm.. partially furn. apt. avail. June
1st Call 419-352-4773. 419-2651061

i <?_"»'• /moriT'

7€>8K D^L

1 large room with private bath
Available now.
Call 352-5822
1/2 block BGSU 2 bedroom housew/d air. parking, grad student preferred 419-353-3855.
2005-2006 - 800 3rd SI. 616 2nd
St., 133 1/2 N. Church. 1. 2 & efficiency bedroom apts. Parking, no
pets. 135 N. Church. 3 bdrm. house
Call 354-9740 lor prices.
Avail. Aug 15. 2005. 3 bdrm. house
& 1.2 & 3 bdrm apt All close lo
BGSU. 419-686-3805.
Avail May. 4 bedrm. 640 S. Summit
St. Call for details. 419-308-9905.
leave message
BG Apts -818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apis avail May or August
S490 * gas/elec 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.
wwwbgapartments.com
Highland Management

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

FOR RENT • 3 bdrm house for
2005-06 school year, starting in
May W/D. central air. 606 Ckjugh.
$990 mo. 4 util. 419-654-9512.

Large 3 bdrm house W/D. DW. AC,
enclosed patio w/ deck, beautifully
landscaped yard, large garage, no
pets, next to campus. 215 E Evers
St. $1200 rent 351-3639

Newly remodeled two bedroom
Downtown. S550i mo
Call 419-354-1612
Small 1 bdrm. apt A/C. New carpet.
New appliances. No pets. $350/ mo.
Available now 419-308-9909.

Move In Now • ONE MONTH FREE
1 and 2 bedroom apts available m
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.

Something for Everyone
Undergrads -704 5th St
9 or 12 mo lease. 2 bdrm. furn.
shuttlle stop

Small units. 1 & 2 bedroom apts
available Reasonable rent Call
353-2772

Seniors S Grads -710 7th St
1 yr.lease. 2 bdrm. unfurn. heat pd
Beat the winter blues and get ready for

Grad Students - 601 3rd St
1 bdrm. furn.
Ouiet building

Spring Break!

Just mention this ad and receive...

419-352-3445

The Highlands- 1 bdrm. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C Qu.et'
Starting at $395.
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Gas
heat
Starting at $520

any chemical service now just S25-S45
otter ends 3/3 t/OS

1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Andrea Long at Delia's Touch of Beautj

130 E.Washington St.

From Only
$470!

419-354-6036

On selected floor plans

www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet org
House available immediately.
1 block Irom campus.
Call 419-787-7577
Houses and Apts
1-3 person -12 month leases
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office
or www.pgaparlmenls.com
Houses lor Rent starting May 05
604 5th St - 3 BR S930 * util
843 3rd SI - Brand New 3 BR
$900 ♦ util
905 Mourning Dove - 3 BR
2 car garage -$1020< util
Houses have 2 balhs, laundry.
dishwasher & central AC.
Smith Apl Rentals
419-352-8917
Lg very nice house. 2 car garage.
Basement, big lot, 2 1/2 bath, w/d
Appliances 1 block Irom campus.
May/June lease 353-2382.
New 5th 8 7th Sts. 3-4 bdrms. W/D,
A/C. dwshr. 2 baths. $900-1100/mo.
Avail. May & Aug 419-354-2500

^

ifflfoff all HAIRCUTS

1084 S. Main St., Bowling Green • 419-353-4211

«

GREENBRIAR, INC.

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance

GRADUATE

• Patio

STUDENT HOUSING

• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking

Historic Millikin

Summit Street

HOTEL

APARTMENTS —

• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo + electric

FREE HEAT

VARSITY
SQUARE

•
•
•
•
•

Furnished
Air Conditioned
On-site laundry
2 blocks from campus
Efficiences
S315/mo * electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo + electric

APARTMENTS
419-353-7715

Heinzsite

445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352 0717

IS*

W W W . G R E E N B K I A It K I N I A I S

THE
TANNING
CENTER
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New Lower Prices!
Tan for as low as

$14.95month
Gaffer (Mali

With Gal

S

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
washer/dryer in 2 bdrms
FREE Internet Access
WALK TO CAMPUS!
1 bdrms starting at S415/Mo plus Utilities
2 bdrms starting at $720/Mo plus Utilities

In Downtown Bowlm

Serving BG Since 1980
Locally Owned and Family Operated
Celebrating Our 2S'hAnniversary!
Tan While You Wash!

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT

Smoking 3 Non-Smoking
Oiiiing Rooms

Check out nur website JI WWW MIX l \l«, (.'()M
,„..,ll 4i'i 15.1 5800
Management Inc.

993 S. Main
419-353-8826

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main

419-354 1559
rVew Premium Beds Are Here!

Convenient Locations
Great Prices
NO HIDDEN FEES

Closestto Campus! ~\
ABOVE DAIRY QUEEN
THEHEAT
424 E.Wooster
419-353-2844

904 E.Wooster
419-352-3588

